
MADE TO MEAN MORE



DIAMONDS

TITANIUM

Diamonds of the highest quality, cut and 
colour, a Dora diamond wedding ring will 

guarantee he stands out in the crowd.

Titanium rings combined with gold are a 
striking contrast of colour that are comfortable, 

lightweight and budget friendly.

616A00/4611001/212B01

7226T00/7202T01/7224T00

956A02/239A19-W/239A19-Y

913A00/1009000/1027000

dorarings.com.au



DIAMONDS

TITANIUM

CLASSICS

DELUXE

Traditional gold bands of quality and 
comfort. Dora Classics Collection offers 

the right profiles at the right price.

Contrasting colours, hand woven braids 
and cables. A ring that looks and feels 
custom made with an individual touch.

616A00/4611001/212B01

7226T00/7202T01/7224T00

956A02/239A19-W/239A19-Y

913A00/1009000/1027000

dorarings.com.au



GOLD

ROMANTIC  I  VALUABLE  I  TRADITIONAL

Gold has been used in wedding rings for 
centuries due to it’s durability and it’s value. 

Gold can be made in different carats (purity) 
and different colours and can be resized. Gold is 
naturally yellow but can be made white or rose. 
Gold has a luxurious look and feel which makes 

it the preferred choice as a wedding band.

dorarings.com.au

639A17/810A00/3371000



GOLD

ROMANTIC  I  VALUABLE  I  TRADITIONAL

PLATINUM 
950 & 600

Platinum is a pure white metal that is dense, 
heavy and very strong. Platinum 950 is 95% 
pure, while Platinum 600 is 60% pure and 

40% alloys which gives this variation added 
strength and resistance to scratching and 

general wear and tear. Platinum rings do not 
require rhodium plating and can be resized. 

Platinum is widely considered to be the 
premium white metal.

dorarings.com.au

PRECIOUS  I  BEAUTY  I STRENGTH

618A02/956A02/855A17

639A17/810A00/3371000



CARBON FIBRE

592B00/587B00/585B00

If he wants black, Carbon Fibre is his 
material. It has a beautiful organic texture 

similar to wood but it’s extremely durable. In 
fact, it’s stronger than steel and this is why it’s 

used to build everything from golf clubs to 
racing cars. When Carbon Fibre is combined 
with gold it has a style of it’s own that is both 

classical and contemporary.

dorarings.com.au

STRONG  I  LIGHTWEIGHT  I BLACK

618A02/956A02/855A17



TANTALUM

592B00/587B00/585B00

Tantalum is the perfect metal for active 
lifestyles. Hypo allergenic and resistant to 
corrosion, Tantalum is a pure mined metal 
that is naturally dark. It has a beautiful 
weight and is a rugged, hard wearing 
metal that looks and feels significant.

dorarings.com.au

RARE  I  DURABLE  I  VERSATILE

292A25/589B02/533A02



DORA WARRANTY & RING 
REPLACEMENT POLICY

At Dora we understand that few things remain the 

same and this also applies to our finger size. Dora’s 

RING REPLACEMENT POLICY entitles the purchaser 

to one free exchange if the ring no longer fits. 

Please see website for conditions.

  Since 1994 Dora have been combining the finest 

metals and materials to create rings that unite 

modern design with timeless style, that marries 

technology with true hand craftsmanship. Dora sets 

an international benchmark for the creation of the 

finest wedding bands available. It’s our speciality 

and strength. We simply don’t make anything else. 

Dora makes wedding bands with the belief that the 

qualities that you want from your marriage  should 

be the same qualities you can expect from your ring 

– precious, comfortable and long lasting.

dorarings.com.au


